The building-up of social relationships: behavioural types, social networks and cooperative breeding in a cichlid
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Consistent individual differences in behavioural types may not only cause variation in life-history decisions, but may also affect the choice of social partners and sociality in general. Here, we tested whether and how behavioural type influences the establishment of social ties using the cooperatively breeding cichlid, Neolamprologus pulcher. In a habitat saturation experiment with individuals pre-tested for behavioural type, we first analysed whether behavioural type affected the likelihood of settlement (i.e. social status), group sizes, and the types of dominant and subordinate individuals accepted as group members. Corrected for effects of body size and sex, the behavioural type did not affect settlement. However, bold dominant males only accepted smaller females, and grouped with bold subordinates, while shy dominant males accepted larger females than themselves, and grouped with shy subordinates. Second, we analysed the relationships between behavioural type and the aggressiveness or affiliation social network. Behavioural type significantly affected the number and quality of connections within the two networks. We show that behavioural types affect group composition, social networks and status achieved, in interaction with body size. Thus, the interactions within groups may depend not only on age, size and sex, but also on the behavioural type of the individuals involved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has been recognized that individual ‘states’ (sensu McNamara & Houston 1996), like dominance status, sex and body size, may influence the likelihood of acquiring and maintaining dominant positions in the future (e.g. van de Pol et al. 2007). However, individuals of the same species may not only differ in their states, but they may also consistently differ in the expression of their behavioural traits across context and/or time, resulting in behavioural types (alternatively known as temperament, coping styles or animal personalities; e.g. Koolhaas et al. 1999; Sih et al. 2004; Réale et al. 2007). Typically, individuals differ consistently in the so-called bold–shy continuum (reviewed in Sih et al. 2004), where shy individuals are both non-aggressive and hardly explore novel environments, and where bold individuals are both aggressive and explorative. The consistency or repeatability of behavioural traits averages at 0.37 (Bell et al. 2009). We refer to these individual differences in the expression of behavioural traits as ‘behavioural types’ (sensu Sih et al. 2004).

Behavioural types might affect social connections with the neighbourhood and eventually may affect future social positions similar to states (e.g. site-related dominance, Heg et al. 2000; also McDonald 2007; Ryder et al. 2008; Krause et al. 2010). Recently, social network theory has provided a comprehensive and detailed tool to describe social connections and how they may affect settlement decisions by individuals (McDonald 2007) or group stability (e.g. Flack et al. 2006) and thus might potentially affect access to reproductive opportunities (e.g. van Oers et al. 2008).

Whether behavioural types may affect social connections and settlement has been little explored (but see Fraser et al. 2001; Pike et al. 2008; Harcourt et al. 2009; Webster et al. 2009; reviewed also in Cote et al. 2010), and even fewer studies have explored effects in a cooperatively breeding species (but see Raihani et al. 2008; Schürch & Heg 2010a). This is unfortunate, because in cooperative breeders one can expect strong effects of the behavioural types on life-history decisions (Wolf et al. 2007), which is likely to coevolve with how they behave in a social context (Schürch & Heg 2010b). For instance, shy, non-explorative and non-aggressive subordinates may benefit from a high likelihood to survive to old age and inherit the breeding position, because they do not engage in risky exploration behaviour (to locate vacancies). They may also avoid eviction from the
group because they do not aggressively challenge the dominants inside their group, and by providing help (Bergmüller & Taborsky 2007). On the other hand, bold, explorative and aggressive subordinates who try to disperse early in life may acquire those benefits from independent breeding, but such dispersal might be involuntary owing to aggressive interactions with the dominants and may fail due to predation risk. They might increase their likelihood of early successful dispersal by investing less in costly helpful behaviour and shunt the extra energy into growth and reproductive competition.

Differences in behavioural types in cooperative breeders may immediately affect sociality as well, because certain behavioural types will remain in the natal group, whereas others disperse and form new groups, leading to groups consisting of certain behavioural types (e.g. shy dominants and subordinates, or bold dominants and subordinates), with at present unknown consequences for the degree of sociality in such groups, and eventually with unknown fitness consequences for all group members. For instance, an aggressive and bold disperser forming a new group may experience a spill-over effect at adulthood (sensu Arnvist & Henriksson 1997) on his likelihood of accepting additional immigrants as subordinate helpers (Schürch & Heg 2010a). Either they are too aggressive to accept any immigrants as helpers or they are more likely to tolerate them because they are able to aggressively dominate immigrants (Schürch & Heg 2010a) and skew reproduction in their own favour (Heg 2008; Heg & Hamilton 2008; Heg et al. 2008a,b). Thereby, through their behaviour subordinate and dominant behavioural types may affect group size (Heg et al. 2005a), group structure (Werner et al. 2003), helper effects (Brouwer et al. 2005), within-group interactions (Hamilton et al. 2005; Mitchell et al. 2009a) and the partitioning of reproduction among the group members (‘reproductive skew’, e.g. Heg 2008; Heg & Hamilton 2008).

The purpose of this paper is to analyse how individual states and behavioural types may interact to determine settlement patterns and the formation of social ties in a highly social cichlid, Neolamprologus pulcher. This species lives in extended family groups (Balshine et al. 2001), where usually the younger subordinate group members are related to the older dominant breeder pair (Dierkes et al. 2005). Subordinates engage in various helping behaviours, such as digging out breeding and hiding shelters, predator defence and caring for eggs (Taborsky & Limberger 1981; Taborsky 1984). Subordinates of both sexes may engage in reproduction as well (e.g. Heg et al. 2006, 2008a,b; Heg 2008; Stiver et al. 2009). Individuals differ consistently in their aggressiveness–boldness–explorativeness axis and helping behaviour (Bergmüller & Taborsky 2007; Heg et al. 2009; Schürch & Heg 2010b). Social status and body sizes of group members (and their differences) profoundly affect the behaviour, survival and reproduction of these cichlids (see references above), which need to be accounted for in any experiment addressing the potential effects of behavioural types.

We performed a habitat saturation experiment (Heg et al. in press), where individuals of different states (body size and sex) and behavioural types (pre-tested for exploration propensity, boldness and aggressiveness) competed for group membership in a large octagonal tank containing 24 breeding patches. Then we analysed the data using two approaches. In the first, more traditional approach, we analysed data on an individual basis and established whether and how the behavioural types of the individuals determined settlement patterns, correcting for effects of state (body size and sex, which are both known to affect sociality in these cichlids, e.g. Mitchell et al. 2009a). Since the effects of behavioural type on sociality in a cooperative breeder have hardly been explored, we did not have any a priori expectations concerning the direction and the magnitude of the effects.

This first approach neglects the fact that individuals differ in the extent and magnitude of social connections they make both within their group and to outsiders. For instance, some dominant males defend multiple dominant females in separate breeding patches both in the field and in the laboratory (Limberger 1983), or engage in reproduction with subordinate females together with dominant females (Heg 2008) or in a separate patch from dominant females (Heg & Hamilton 2008). Some subordinates live more peripheral or central inside their groups (Werner et al. 2003), or regularly make visits to other groups (Bergmüller et al. 2005).

To better account for this complexity, we also used a second approach, using social network theory. Social network analyses allowed us to summarize the social connections made by individuals in a succinct way (e.g. Croft et al. 2008; Whitehead 2008). We derived the network metrics weighted in-degree centrality (number and strength of incoming ties), weighted out-degree centrality (number and strength of outgoing ties) and eigenvector centrality (ties to individuals with many ties add more to eigenvector centrality), from two matrices of directed and weighted dyadic interactions for each trial separately (following Newman 2004): one for aggression and the other for affiliation (see §2). Independent from the effects of state, we expected bold, aggressive and more explorative individuals to obtain a more central and connected position in the aggressiveness networks (i.e. higher levels of degree and eigenvector centrality) compared with shy, non-aggressive and less-explorative individuals. In contrast, we expected the reverse for the affiliation networks. Eventually, the position of individuals within a social network might influence the amount and quality of opportunities to help (e.g. alloparenatal care). Identifying the factors shaping the pattern of ties within a network might thus shed some light on whether and how behavioural types and the propensity to engage in costly cooperation are related. We predicted that well-connected individuals in the affiliation network (i.e. with higher levels of degree and eigenvector centrality) have more access to breeding shelters, and thus were more likely to engage in cooperative tasks. Hence, we also measured cooperation in the individuals’ performance in (allo)parental brood care.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Assessment of behavioural type

All behavioural tests were conducted by S.R., who was blind to the sex, social status and treatment of the individuals tested. Exploration propensity was assessed inside a 4001 tank (130 x 65 x 65 cm, 5 cm sand layer). At one short side, the tank contained a home compartment of 30 x 65 x 65 cm with a pot half, separated from the exploration compartment by an opaque partition. The fish were transferred to this home compartment and allowed to acclimatize for 10 min. The opaque partition was removed and the fish were allowed to explore the exploration compartment containing 10 pot halves for 5 min (the distribution of these pots was varied, so individuals never experienced the same constellation when tested again). The following parameters were assessed: (i) latency until entering the exploration compartment (seconds), (ii) latency until entering the first exploration pot (seconds), (iii) time spent in locomotion (seconds), (iv) frequency of entering any exploration pot, (v) frequency of entering a 5 cm radius around any exploration pot, and (vi) number of different exploration pots entered (1-10).

Boldness was assessed inside the 40 l home tank of each individual (50 x 30 x 30 cm), containing a pot half 20 cm from the rear end. A novel object was placed at the front side and this induced the fish to hide inside their pot half. Novel objects used were: red and black plastic beetle, mixed coloured stone bird, a white funnel, a dark-blue globe, a white cross and a plastic device. All novel objects were about equally sized and individuals never experienced the same novel object twice. Recording for 5 min started immediately and the following two parameters were recorded: (i) the latency to leave the pot half and approaching the object (seconds) and (ii) the estimated shortest distance to approach the object (0-30 cm, with 0 indicating touching the object).

Aggressiveness was assessed inside the 40 l home tank of each individual (see above). A mirror (46 x 15 cm) was placed at the long side of the tank, which induced the individuals to hide inside their pot half. Recording for 5 min started immediately and the following parameters were recorded: (i) time spent hiding inside their pot half (seconds), (ii) frequency of restrained aggression (slow approach to the mirror, fin-spreading display, head-down display, s-bend display), and (iii) frequency of overt aggression (fast approach to the mirror and all contacts with their mirror image—includes biting, ramming, mouth-fighting, tail beating).

The three behavioural tests were conducted in randomized order for each individual within 1 day, and repeated the next day (again randomized). In total, 272 individuals were tested, of which 216 individuals entered the habitat saturation experiment. These 216 individuals were tested on days t-2 and t-1 before release into the ring-tank (electronic supplementary material, figure S1b, first and second test series) and again on two consecutive days after the habitat saturation experiment (on days 40-52, third and fourth test series). Note that three individuals died before we could conduct the third and fourth series.

(b) Experimental set-up

The habitat saturation experiment was conducted inside a large 8000 l octagonal tank (‘ring-tank’) and monitored by D.H. and R.S., who were blind to the behavioural test results of the individual fish. This tank contained 24 breeding patches (e.g. electronic supplementary material, figure S1b, each patch with 12 pot halves and a shelter between two stone slabs), where 72 fish could build cooperative groups as follows (the three trials were conducted, giving 3 x 72 = 216 individuals tested in total, rotating the location of the 24 patches between trials). During each trial, a large male (mean ± s.d.: standard length (SL) mm 55.4 ± 3.7, and range: 48.2–64.1, n = 39) and large female (53.9 ± 4.6, 48.0–66.2, n = 33), a medium male (40.8 ± 3.1, 32.8–46.4, n = 33) and medium female (40.4 ± 3.6, 33.2–46.0, n = 39), and a small male (28.8 ± 3.9, 18.4–35.7, n = 36) and small female (30.6 ± 4.9, 20.3–42.0, n = 36) were released inside the ring-tank at randomly chosen different sides of the tank (day 0, electronic supplementary material, figure S1b). Every third day this procedure was repeated (electronic supplementary material, figure S1a), until 72 fish were released (electronic supplementary material, figure S1c, last release on day 33, giving 12 sets of six fish released). Cichlids were individually marked with fin-clips taken from the dorsal and anal fin, individual body measurements taken (body size SL in 0.1 mm and body mass in 1 mg accuracy) and sexed by inspection of the gonadal papilla. See the electronic supplementary material and Heg et al. (in press) for more details.

(c) Behavioural recording during the habitat saturation experiment

The location (patches and pots visited), status (group members: dominant or subordinate; or non-group members: fish who failed to settle inside a group and patch, and remained near the water surface: so-called ‘aggregation’ fish) and group membership (the identity of the dominants assisted by the subordinates) was determined for each individual daily from day 0 (first set released) to day 39 (6 days after the last, 12th, set was released).

Ten-minute focal behavioural observations of each individual present in the ring-tank were made at the end of each trial on days 35–37 (n = 216 individuals in total); the individual order of observation was randomized. We recorded the actor and recipient of every aggressive (fast approach, restrained and overt aggression; see Hamilton et al. 2005) and affiliative (slow approach, joining, bumping, as well as submissive behaviour: tail quivering and zig-zag swimming; see Hamilton et al. 2005) encounter, and these were used to construct the directed and weighted adjacency matrices of interactions for the social network analyses. For details of the behavioural recorded variables see the electronic supplementary material.

We also made 15 min parental and alloparental brood care observations (fanning and egg cleaning (each mouthing movement at the eggs summed)) on the day the clutch was produced (n = 275 carers of 127 different individuals in 69 clutches in total, see
the electronic supplementary material for details). We used these data to test whether alloparental brood care (expressed as the proportion of total brood care) showed a relationship with the social network parameters of subordinates (data of \( n = 64 \) subordinates averaged per individual).

(d) Social network analyses

The interactions recorded during the focal observations were summed up for each dyad in each trial to determine the strengths of ties between individuals, for aggression and affiliation separately (see Hamilton et al. 2005). We used the igraph package for R2.9.1 to construct the network from the observational data and to calculate centrality measures (Csárdi & Nepusz 2006; R Development Core Team 2009). We then calculated for the aggression and affiliation networks separately (e.g. Newman 2004): (i) the weighted in- and out-degree: number and weight of links an individual has (which was highly correlated with betweenness and closeness centrality, see the electronic supplementary material) and (ii) the eigenvector centrality (a proportional measure ranging between 0 and 1): the centrality of each individual is proportional to the sum of the centralities of those individuals to whom he or she is connected (determined iteratively).

(e) Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS v. 17.0 (Norusis 2007) and R2.9.1 (R Development Core Team 2009). We started with a total of 272 individuals, who were tested twice for exploration propensity, boldness and aggressiveness (first and second test series). From these 272 individuals, 216 individuals entered the habitat saturation experiment. To summarize the many variables of the three behavioural tests (exploration propensity, boldness, aggressiveness), we extracted one principal component using a categorical principal component analysis (CatPCA; Norusis 2007, see electronic supplementary material). We refer to this principal component as the individual ‘behavioural type’ (as in Sih et al. 2004).

All effects of behavioural type on the settlement and groups formed were corrected for trial (1–3), set (1–12, 1 = 1st released on day 0, 12th = last released on day 36), body size (SL mm) and sex effects. The effect of focal behavioural type on the focal status achieved in the experiment was analysed using a multinomial regression (Norusis 2007). In the remainder of the multi-factorial analyses, we used generalized estimating equations (GEEs) to account for repeated measures per individual (Norusis 2007, see the electronic supplementary material for more details).

The effects of the behavioural type on the weighted in-degree and the eigenvector centrality were analysed using generalized linear models (GLMs) with quasi-Poisson distribution and log-link for degree, and with a gamma distribution and log-link for the eigenvector centrality, square-root transformed to control for many values near zero (using R2.9.1). The dispersion (scaling) parameters were adjusted using the deviance method (Faraway 2006). See the electronic supplementary material for more details. However, since the individual network parameters (the dependent variables weighted in-degree and eigenvector centrality) cannot be independently assessed for any two individuals measured within the same trial (i.e. they are derived from the same single network analysis and may show clusters of individuals of high weighted in-degree and eigenvector centrality), the robustness of the above GLMs was checked by running each model 1000 times and drawing 100 individuals at random for each model separately. We then report the percentage of models (out of 1000) showing a significant effect for each independent parameter (\( p \)-value smaller than 0.05, later called bootstrap \% \( p < 0.05 \)).

3. RESULTS

We extracted one categorical principal component from the three behavioural tests (exploration, boldness and aggression) which consistently distinguished the individuals in the different behavioural types (see electronic supplementary material, table S1, we refer to the extracted principal component as ‘behavioural type’). Low scores denote low explorative, shy and non-aggressive individuals, whereas high scores denote explorative, bold and aggressive individuals (averaged for the two pre-release behavioural tests).

(a) Settlement and body size

At the end of the trials, dominant males defended on average \( 3.1 \pm 1.9 \) patches (± s.d.: \( n = 26 \), range 1–9) inside the ring-tank, containing an average of \( 1.9 \pm 1.3 \) different dominant females (± s.d.: \( n = 26 \), range: 0–5, three males did no longer have a dominant female in their defended patch, although they had one earlier in the experiment). Dominant females defended significantly less patches on average \( 1.8 \pm 1.0 \), range: 1–5) inside the ring-tank than did the dominant males (Mann–Whitney \( U \)-test: \( z = -3.6, p < 0.001 \)).

Subordinates defended on average \( 1.5 \pm 0.7 \) patches (± s.d.: \( n = 100 \), range: 1–4) inside the ring-tank, and the sexes did not differ in this respect (males: \( 1.5 \pm 0.7, n = 54 \); females: \( 1.4 \pm 0.7, n = 46 \); Mann–Whitney \( U \)-test: \( z = -0.9, p = 0.34 \)). Behavioural types of the dominants did not influence the total number of subordinates accepted as group members (GLM: \( n = 74, p = 0.25 \)). Also, behavioural type did not influence how many same-sex subordinates dominants accepted as group members (GLM, \( n = 74, p = 0.33 \) and removed from the model). In contrast, the number of same-sex subordinates increased with the dominant’s body size, both for males (figure 1a) and females (figure 1b; \( p = 0.002, \text{coefficient } \pm \text{s.e.}: 0.067 \pm 0.021 \)) and decreased for individuals who became dominant but were released later into the ring-tank (\( p = 0.003, -0.124 \pm 0.042, \) corrected for trial \( p = 0.86 \) and dominant sex \( p = 0.13 \) effects).

As expected, dominant males (figure 1c) and females (figure 1d) accepted, with two exceptions, only subordinates substantially smaller in body size than themselves. Note that nine subordinates were not clearly associated with a dominant female at the end of the trial, although they made occasional visits
aggressive–bold–explorative dominant males only paired with dominant females smaller than themselves, whereas opposite males also paired with dominant females larger than themselves (figure 2a; GEE with individual identifier as subject, dependent variable male SL – female SL mm: effect of male type Wald χ² = 7.1, d.f. = 1, p = 0.008; effect of female type Wald χ² = 1.2, d.f. = 1, p = 0.27 non-significant and removed from the model). Dominant males and females did not mate type-assortatively inside the ring-tank (figure 2d; male type versus female type: all females r = −0.001, n = 48, p = 0.99; only largest female per male r = 0.003, n = 23, p = 0.99).

(d) Dominants and subordinates behavioural types
To explore the difference in body size between dominants and subordinates further, we constructed two GEE models. Aggressive–bold–explorative subordinates of both sexes grouped with relatively large dominant males (figure 2b; model 1: GEE with dominant male identifier as subjects: effect of subordinate type, Wald χ² = 5.0, d.f. = 1, p = 0.026, coefficient ± s.e.: 1.59 ± 0.71 and intercept 23.61 ± 1.30) and also with relatively large dominant females (figure 2c; model 2: GEE with dominant female identifier as subjects: effect of subordinate type, Wald χ² = 5.4, d.f. = 1, p = 0.02, coefficient ± s.e.: 1.94 ± 0.83 and intercept 20.08 ± 1.20). In model 1, the effect of subordinate sex and the interaction between subordinate sex × behavioural type were non-significant and removed (p = 0.46 and 0.77, respectively), but note that in model 2, the interaction approached significance (sex p = 0.55 and interaction p = 0.053: the intercept and slope were larger for subordinate females when compared with subordinate males). Note the similarities in the behavioural type effect on size-assortative group building in figure 2a–c.

There was a significant, but weak correlation between the subordinate behavioural type and the dominant male behavioural type (figure 2e; Pearson r = 0.298, n = 100, p = 0.003), but not between the subordinate behavioural type and dominant female behavioural type (figure 2f; Pearson r = −0.118, n = 91, p = 0.27, subordinate sexes were similar in these respects). However, since there were also correlations between subordinate behavioural type and the body size difference with the dominant male (Pearson r = 0.181, n = 100, p = 0.07) and dominant female (Pearson r = 0.206, n = 91, p = 0.051), we also computed a partial correlation, which was again significant for subordinate behavioural type versus dominant male behavioural type (partial r = 0.295, p = 0.003), but not versus dominant female behavioural type (partial r = −0.095, p = 0.38).

(c) Dominant male and dominant female behavioural types
Dominant males and females did not mate size-assortatively inside the ring-tank (Pearson r: all females r = 0.12, n = 48, p = 0.43; only largest female per male r = −0.07, n = 23, p = 0.74). However, to neighbouring patches containing a dominant female. The difference in body size between dominant males and their subordinates was significantly larger than between the dominant females and their subordinates (figure 1c,d; paired t-test, t₀₀ = 4.5, p < 0.001).

(b) Behavioural type and social status
Overall, the behavioural type of the individuals did not predict the status achieved in the ring-tank (dominant, subordinate or aggregation fish, n = 216: multinomial regression, effects of type: likelihood ratio (LR) χ² = 0.1, d.f. = 2, p = 0.93). However, as expected, status achieved depended on body size SL mm (LR χ² = 181.7, d.f. = 2, p < 0.001), sex (LR χ² = 35.6, d.f. = 2, p < 0.001) and the day of release (LR χ² = 33.3, d.f. = 2, p < 0.001; effect of trial: LR χ² = 7.2, d.f. = 4, p = 0.12).
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Individuals varied widely in both their weighted in-degree (mean ± s.d.: 10.6 ± 7.3, range: 0–49), and eigenvector centrality (0.11 ± 0.19, range: 0.00002–1, n = 215). The individual’s behavioural type did not affect its weighted in-degree. Rather, the weighted in-degree significantly increased with body size and depended also on social status and the interaction between social status and body size (figure 3a–c); see electronic supplementary material, table S2): in smaller fish, individuals from the aggregation had the highest weighted in-degree, followed by dominants and then subordinates; in larger fish, subordinates had the highest weighted in-degree, followed by aggregation fish and then dominants. These results were also robust in the bootstrap estimates (see electronic supplementary material, table S2).

In contrast, behavioural type did significantly affect the eigenvector centrality in conjunction with body size, social status and their interactions with behavioural type (see electronic supplementary material, table S2). Aggressive–bold–explorative and large dominants and aggregation fish had the highest eigenvector centralities when compared with small-sized fish of the same behavioural type and status. Subordinate fish had small eigenvector centralities overall, and the eigenvector centralities declined towards smaller and more aggressive–bold–explorative fish. However, the effects of behavioural type were not robust in the bootstrap estimates, whereas the effects of body size, status and their interaction remained robust. Averaged alloparental brood care performed by each individual subordinate (expressed as proportion of total brood care) did not affect their weighted in-degree and eigenvector centrality (n = 63, proportion care: p = 0.32 and 0.73, interaction with sex: p = 0.93 and 0.062, respectively, GLMs corrected for effects of trial, set, body size and sex).

Figure 2. (a) Dominant male type and the difference in body size to his dominant females (n = 23 males with 48 females, line with coefficient ± s.e.: 2.87 ± 1.08 from GEE described in the text). (b,c) Subordinate female type (grey circles) or male type (grey squares) and their difference in body size with either the (b) dominant male (n = 46 subordinate females and 54 males) or (c) dominant female (n = 43 subordinate females and 48 males). Regression lines in (b,c) are from the two GEE models described in the text and note that the effects of subordinate sex were non-significant. (d–f) Correlations between behavioural types of group members: (d) there was no correlation between the dominant male’s behavioural type and his dominant female partners’ behavioural types (n = 48). There was a significant, but weak, correlation between subordinate type (grey circles: females; grey squares: males) and (e) dominant male type (n = 46; 54, respectively), but not versus (f) dominant female type (n = 43; 48, respectively). Note that subordinate sexes were similar.
Again, individuals varied widely in both their weighted in-degree (mean ± s.d.: 20.1 ± 21.1, range: 0–111) and eigenvector centrality (mean ± s.d.: 0.11 ± 0.22, range: 0.00003–1, n = 216). Behavioural type in interaction with body size, as well as social status, body size and the interaction between behavioural type and body size. GLM curve fits are shown in each panel from the models given in electronic supplementary material, table S2.

(ii) Affiliation network
Again, individuals varied widely in both their weighted in-degree (mean ± s.d.: 20.1 ± 21.1, range: 0–111) and eigenvector centrality (mean ± s.d.: 0.11 ± 0.22, range: 0.00003–1, n = 216). Behavioural type in interaction with body size, as well as social status by itself significantly affected the weighted in-degree of the focal fish (figure 3d–f, see electronic supplementary material, table S2). Peaceful–shy–non-explorative and large fish had the highest weighted in-degree and weighted in-degree declined towards smaller fish, but this decline was less strong in aggressive–bold–explorative fish. The decline was more pronounced in dominants (figure 3d), followed by subordinates (figure 3e) and almost absent in aggregation fish (figure 3f). However, only the effects of body size and status remained robust in the bootstrap estimates (electronic supplementary material, table S2).

Status and behavioural type also affected the eigenvector centrality, but the latter only in interaction with the focal’s sex. The eigenvector centrality significantly declined from dominants to subordinates to aggregation fish, and was lower for males when compared with females (electronic supplementary material, table S2). These results were also robust in the bootstrap estimates (see electronic supplementary material, table S2). Averaged alloparental brood care performed by each individual subordinate (expressed as proportion of total brood care) did not affect their weighted in-degree and eigenvector centrality (n = 64, proportion care: p = 0.45 and 0.77, interaction
with sex: $p = 0.47$ and 0.55, respectively, GLMs corrected for effects of trial, set, body size and sex).

4. DISCUSSION

Previous work has shown that groups in cooperatively breeding cichlids are body size-structured, meaning that the largest individuals dominate all others (e.g. Balshine-Earn et al. 1998; Hamilton et al. 2005; Heg & Hamilton 2008; Mitchell et al. 2009a,b), dominant pairs only accept small-sized same-sex subordinates (e.g. Heg et al. 2005a,b) and dominant females usually only accept large-sized immigrant dominant males (e.g. Balshine-Earn et al. 1998; Fitzpatrick et al. 2008). This body size-dependent hierarchy inside the group also affects reproductive participation (and suppression) by the group members (e.g. Fitzpatrick et al. 2006; Heg et al. 2006, 2008a,b; Heg 2008; Heg & Hamilton 2008; Stiver et al. 2009).

We have now shown in a habitat saturation experiment, where individuals were free to settle and build groups of dominants and subordinates inside a large ring-tank, that the behavioural type of individuals may also affect sociality in various ways. Behavioural type did not affect the likelihood of obtaining a dominant or subordinate position (instead of remaining inside the aggregation), nor did it affect the number and sexes of subordinate dominants accepted as group members (which were all affected by dominant body size and the difference between dominant and subordinate body size, as in natural groups: Balshine et al. 2001; Heg et al. 2005a). However, behavioural type did affect the size difference within the dominant pairs and between dominants and their subordinates (larger for aggressive–bold–explorative individuals). Both effects could be interpreted as a spill-over effect of being aggressive in dominant males: although aggressive dominant males would benefit from accepting larger females as mates (since female size correlates with clutch size: e.g. Heg 2008), and larger subordinates as group members (since large group members may deter predators, e.g. Taborsky 1984), they actually only accepted smaller fish as both mates and subordinates. Alternatively, aggressive dominant males might be avoided by relatively large dominant females and subordinates, who prefer to settle elsewhere. Moreover, male-dominant behavioural type correlated positively with subordinate behavioural type (in both sexes, but no such correlation was found between female–dominant behavioural type and her subordinates’ behavioural types. There was also no correlation between the types of the dominants.

Non-random association of individuals of group-living animals is widely known for morphological traits such as size, and also sex (Krause & Ruxton 2002). However, assortative mixing based on the behavioural phenotype has rarely been tested. Notable exceptions include the work on guppies and sticklebacks, both in the laboratory (Budaev 1997; Dyer et al. 2008) and in the wild (Croft et al. 2009). As our experimental approach in the laboratory provided a uniform habitat, we can exclude an effect of behavioural type on habitat choice as a mechanism leading to behavioural type-assortative groups. Also, our analysis accounted for effects of size, so we can rule out at least this option as well. The fact that behavioural type had an effect on the size difference between dominants, and also between dominants and subordinates further suggests that the choice is actively made by the individuals involved.

We then commenced with social network analyses, to explore the potentially more subtle effects of behavioural types on sociality. Again, effects of body size, social status and sometimes sex were striking. For instance, large individuals had higher levels of aggression-weighted in-degree (number of aggressive ties). Nevertheless, corrected for these effects of body size, sex and status, we also found smaller effects of behavioural type. However, effects of behavioural type were always present in interaction with body size or social status or both. Large aggressive–bold–explorative dominants and aggregation fish had very high levels of aggression eigenvector centrality, whereas all other individuals had low levels. This suggests that large aggressive, bold and explorative individuals are centres of aggressive activity inside colonies of cooperatively breeding cichlids, mainly interacting among themselves (for natural colonies see Heg et al. 2008a,b; Flack et al. 2006). In subordinates, eigenvector centrality was generally low, but decreased even further towards bold and small individuals. No effects of behaviour type on aggression-weighted in-degree were detected. In contrast, large and peaceful–shy–non-explorative individuals had high levels of affiliation-weighted in-degree when compared with smaller individuals; however, the decline of weighted in-degree for smaller fish was less pronounced for bold individuals and it also declined from dominants, to subordinates, to individuals remaining in the aggregation. The bootstrap analyses indicate that further testing will be needed to assert these results, since the effects of behavioural type were often not robust, whereas effects of body size and status were always robust (see electronic supplementary material, table S2). As it is now, the results suggest that shy, less aggressive and less explorative individuals maintain many peaceful connections within the colony, even though their position in the network is rather determined by aggressive interactions. Keeping such affiliative ties might help to counteract any negative effects of low exploration activity on finding alternative groups (e.g. Bergmüller et al. 2005; Heg et al. 2008b), for example, to improve their social position (‘queuing’, Stiver et al. 2006), because peaceful interactions with neighbouring groups might facilitate dispersal to these groups (see also Stiver et al. 2004, 2006, 2007; Bergmüller et al. 2005; Fitzpatrick et al. 2008).

Finally, we did not find any effect of the individual’s propensity to cooperate (expressed as proportion investment in brood care) on this individual’s social network parameters, suggesting that cooperative individuals do not maintain more central and well-connected positions within their neighbourhood. However, there are some indications that shy individuals engaged more in (allo)parental brood care than bold individuals, corrected for effects of body size (S. Rothenberger 2007, unpublished data).
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We have demonstrated weak but significant effects of behavioural type on the initial group composition of a cooperatively breeding fish. These settlement patterns will affect which types of group members interact or cooperate with each other, and thus shape the selective processes maintaining variation in animal temperaments. Non-random assortment of behavioural types into groups may also increase the speed of evolution towards sociality, on top of kin-selected benefits. Furthermore, social network analyses suggest that the behavioural type may affect the strength and type of interactions individuals have with group members and non-group members, where bold individuals are centres of aggression within the colony and shy individuals maintain many friendly connections. We suggest that this may affect the likelihood of between-group dispersal and group take-overs depending on the behavioural type(s) of the individuals involved.
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